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Walking Adventures On Anglesey (Walks And Stories For You And The Family)
This is a guide to the coastal walks in Anglesey, the island lying across the Menai Straits in north-west Wales. The author guides you around the island in smallish stages and describes the distinctive character of its geology, geography and history: the east coast with its long beaches and estuaries and the Penmon peninsula; the west with its
varied coastline and Holyhead Island; the north with its spectacular cliffs and coves comparable with those of West Cornwall. Interesting land features and stories of the people of this Welsh isle are included.
“The British coast is where journeys begin and where journeys end, where sun rises and where sun sets.” In John Chatterton’s A Walk by the Sea, John tells the story of his journey from Land’s End to circumnavigate an island with a longer coastline than France or India with an infinite variety of landscapes, seascapes and cultures. After
having always wanted to walk the coastline of Great Britain and returning to normality after the foot and mouth epidemic was declared over in 2001, John started his epic journey around Great Britain. He quickly realised that this was not just a walk, and this book is certainly not a walker’s handy guidebook to the periphery of Blake’s ‘green
and pleasant land,’ but something much deeper and meaningful. For John, walking gets the most out of travel, but this was a ‘journey’ not a walk. The journey is a reflection of Britain in the first millennium of the 21st century - its events its places and its people. Walking, unlike other forms of travel, allows time for expansion of thoughts and
ideas, and reflections on life and times. This journey uses Britain as a backdrop to explore philosophical, social, political, geographical and cultural issues that spring to mind on the way. Although these thoughts and ideas are physically separate from the journey, John explains how they are also a deeply intrinsic part of it too. “A Walk by the
Sea is much more than a usual guidebook but, instead, is a psycho-geographical journey around the Great British coastline in thefirst decade of the new millennium,” comments John.
An official guide to the 125 miles of the Isle of Anglesey coastal path. It comes with Ordnance Survey mapping and colour photographs.
Pathfinder Snowdonia, Andleset & Llyn Peninsula covering Snowdon, Capel Garmon and Harlech. This selection offers interest, regional variety and balance of routes in Snowdonia, Andleset & Llyn Peninsula providing the best walks in the area. From an easy stroll through Aber Woods to the much more challenging walks in the Glyders
this volume contains something for everyone. Covering walks through the whole of Snowdonia, Andleset & Llyn Peninsula popular and little know scenic routes including Cnicht, Sychnant Pass and the Dysynni Valley. -See walk locations by Looking Inside Inside: -28 great walks in Snowdonia, Andleset & Llyn Peninsula from 2 to 10 miles
-Clear, large scale Ordnance Survey route maps -GPS reference for all waypoints -Where to park, good pubs and places of interest en route -All routes have been fully researched and written by expert outdoor writers -Beautiful photography of scenes from the walks Pathfinder Guides are Britain's best loved walking guides. Made with
durable covers, they are the perfect companion for countryside walks throughout Britain. Each title features circular walks with easy-to-follow route descriptions, large-scale Ordnance Survey route maps and GPS waypoints. With over 70 titles in the series, they offer essential information for walkers throughout the country.
Hidden Places, Great Adventures and the Good Life
The Official Guide to the Welsh Camino
Porthmadog to Cardigan
SLOW WALKING THE WALES COAST PATH.
A Brush with the Coast
A Journey into the New Millennium
Best Walks With A View

Reveals hidden places in Wales, and the Herefordshire and Shropshire Marches. Secret beaches, sea caves and coasteering. Wild swimming and waterfalls. Easy scrambles and gorge walks. Sunset hill forts and
unknown peaks. Sacred sites, holy wells and standing stones. Ruined castles and more
All the essential ingredients of a mountain landscape grandeur, beauty, ruggedness can be found in the Lake District, yet on a comparatively small scale, making the region welcoming rather than
forbidding. From almost all the major peaks there are views of peaceful, wooded valleys, giving the region an essential 'Englishness' which distinguishes it from the Scottish Highlands and nearby
Snowdonia and inspiring some of William Wordsworth's most romantic poetry.
These structured guidebooks give walkers the ten finest circular routes on a section of the Wales Coast Path in a popular pocketable format. With clear information, an overview and introduction for each
walk, expertly written numbered directions, enhanced Ordnance Survey maps, eye-grabbing panoramic photographs, and interpretation of points of interest along the way, these guides set a new standard in
reliability, clarity, and ease-of-use.
The books feature all the practical detail you need, accompanied by fascinating background reading on the history and wildlife of the area, and clear mapping for ease of use. Every route has been colour
coded according to difficulty. All walks are annotated with local points of interest and places to stop for refreshments. Every walk is given a summary of distance, time, gradient, level of difficulty,
type of surface and access, landscape, dog friendliness, parking and public toilets.
Carmarthen Bay & Gower
Anglesey Coast Walks
100 OUTSTANDING BRITISH WALKS.
Anglesey Towns and Villages
North Wales Pilgrim's Way
Snowdonia, Anglesey and the Lleyn Peninsula Walks
Raad Ny Foillan - The Way of the Gull; The Millennium and Herring Ways

Casgliad o 40 o deithiau cerdded ar Ynys Môn. Ceir mapiau, cyfarwyddiadau clir a chyfeiriadau at fannau hanesyddol a daearyddol diddorol. -- Cyngor Llyfrau Cymru
Enjoy your personal localized walking logbook! Visit your favorite places, relax and document your adventure! Happy memories! This walking logbook includes: 120 pages with large space sections for you to write down the name of the
trail, the location, terrain level, trail type, what kind of equipment you used, what animals and plants were seen as well as your personal route highlights, etc Everything you might need to make the walk more memorable! Premium matte
finish beautifully colorful handmade cover Portable 6x9' size - put it in a bag and go for a walk Printed on bright white 60lb (90gsm) paper Simple and elegant interior design A beautiful gift for any active wilderness lover and walking lover!
Grab a copy today!
This guidebook describes 30 low level and easy walks that are suitable for all abilities. The hikes covered are in the northern part of Snowdonia National Park, close to Conwy, Betws-y-Coed, Llanberis and Porthmadog. Most of the walks
take around 2hr, with others ranging from 2 to 6hr. Each walk has an accompanying Ordnance Survey 1:25,000 or 1:50,000 map showing the route, easy-to-follow route descriptions and information on distance, time, ascent, refreshments
and where to park. The guide also includes more general advice on walking in the area, historical information, and facts about the points of interest seen on each walk. In this part of Wales, neolithic settlements and Roman ruins stand
beside the medieval castles of Welsh Princesses and the modern remnants of the mining industry. Myths and legends abound, and many walks relate to the stories of King Arthur and Merlin, Anfanc and Welsh fairies.
This guidebook describes 40 day walks exploring Snowdonia. It showcases some of the best mountain walks in the area, with routes up Snowdon and Tryfan alongside other classic peaks like Y Garn, Cadair Idris and the Glyders. Routes
are graded easy to strenuous and include airy and pulse-quickening scrambles such as Crib Goch and Bristly Ridge as well as the Snowdon Horseshoe, the Nantlle Ridge and a 2-day traverse of all 15 of Snowdon's peaks over 3000ft. Walks
range in distance from 4 miles (6km) to 16 miles (26km). Clear route descriptions are accompanied by OS mapping, and for each walk there is key information about distance, grade, ascent, terrain, access and parking. With useful advice on
where to stay and when to go, and an English-Welsh glossary, this book is an invaluable guide to discovering both the popular and less well-trodden corners of Snowdonia. Snowdonia can justifiably lay claim to some of the finest mountain
walking in Britain, from the bristling, jagged ridges of Snowdon to the huge grassy mounds of the Carneddau and the stone-girt fortresses of the Glyderau. These are big mountains with big personalities, with glowering crags and deep
rocky cwms. Whether you are based in Bala, Beddgelert, Llanberis, Betws-y-Coed, Dolgellau or Capel Curig, you'll find walks in this guidebook to suit you.
Isle of Man Coastal Path
The Welsh Coast
Swansea to Chepstow
Dog Friendly Pub Walks
Wales Coast Path Official Guide Bangor to Porthmadog
Circular Walks on Anglesey
Mountain Walking in Snowdonia
With clear information, an overview and introduction for each walk, expertly written numbered directions, enhanced Ordance Survey maps, superb, eye-grabbing panoramic photographs, and interpretation of points of interest along the way, these guides set a new standard in reliability, clarity and
ease-of-use.
Written and designed by outdoor experts, these authoritative guidebooks give long-distance and local walkers everything they need to enjoy the Wales Coast Path with confidence. With clear, expertly-written and numbered directions, enhanced Ordnance Survey mapping for the whole route, stunning
professional photographs, and fascinating interpretation of points of interest along the way, these guides set a new standard in clarity and ease-of-use. The guide breaks the South Wales Coast section ¿ from Swansea to Chepstow on the Welsh/English border ¿ down in to nine handy day sections
A detailed walking guide to the North Wales Pilgrim's Way, a 140 mile long distance walking route through the rich and varied North Wales countryside. Through farmland and forest, moorland and mountain, the path follows in the footsteps of pilgrims who in past centuries made their way to Bardsey,
the island of 20,000 saints.
Cornwall's coastal path gives access to many of Britain's finest marine landscapes, and a great many of the walks in this guide utilise sections of the path, which is maintained to a high standard. Two walks, starting at Polkerris and Little Petherick respectively, follow parts of the Saints' Way, which
crosses Cornwall from coast to coast on a route pioneered by the early Christian missionaries. Other routes take in the ever-popular Land's End, romantic Prussia Cove (an old smugglers' haunt), and Bodmin Moor, a landscape that has altered little since the Iron Age, nearly 3,000 years ago.
Cornwall - Walks
The Pembrokeshire Coast Path
Walks Around Anglesey/Ynys M n
One Thousand and One Walks in Britain
Anglesey & The Lleyn Peninsula
From Chepstow to Plynlimon
Adventures Around Britain's Hidden Islands

This attractive and cleverly structured guidebook gives dog walkers access to 20 of the finest walks in the stunningly beautiful Anglesey & Lleyn Peninsula countryside. With clear information, an introduction for each walk, and simple, easy-to-read maps, this beautiful book
will appeal to all who want to venture out into the countryside with their dogs. The walks in the book are for all levels of fitness and abilities. From short walks to the more challenging hill walks. Having no stiles ensures a hassle free walk for both dog and owner. Both
authors are experienced walkers, qualified in mountain leadership and countryside management. This is another book in a series of Countryside Dog Walking books currently being developed throughout the UK.
Raad ny Foillan (The Way of the Gull) is a 98 mile footpath around the Isle of Man. The route description is set out as a circuit and split into stages, with the longest walk being 15.5 miles and the shortest being 7 miles. Any fast walkers may wish to complete two stages per
day, while those progressing at a more leisurely pace may decide to amble along and take in the splendid attractions along the way. Two further walks described in this guidebook, the 23 mile Millennium Way, which follows the ancient route of the kings, from Ramsey to
Castletown, and the 14 mile Herring Way, which takes a more traditional route from Peel to Castletown. Both these routes cross the hills of the island's interior and can be combined to make an interesting longer walk.
Walk, scramble, cycle, wade or even swim around the outer edge of our wildest islands. Islandeering provides all the information you need to circumnavigate 50 amazing hidden islands off the shores of England, Scotland & Wales. From Essex, Somerset and Cornwall to
Pembrokeshire, Northumberland and the Hebrides; follow wild foreshores and remote coast paths. Complete each journey to discover a magical archipelago world. 50 islands to bag, with routes from easy to difficult and detailed directions with GPX downloads. Beautiful
photography and maps. Hidden islands for the best wildlife, local food, swimming, wild camping, secret beaches, coasteering, legends and foraging. Engaging writing charting historical, geographical and wildlife highlights. Tips for coasteering, scrambling, camping, wild
swimming and kayaking.
Offers an amazing 1001 walks all over Britain and featuring all the best-loved areas of the country. Designed for the casual and more experienced walker alike, this book contains a range of walks to suit all levels of fitness.
South Wales Coast
Snowdon, the Ogwen and Conwy Valleys and the coast
Walking the Isle of Anglesey Coastal Path - Official Guide
Walks on the Ll n Peninsula
Cardigan to Amroth
England & Wales Island Bagging
Wild Guide Wales

Written and designed by outdoor experts, these authoritative guidebooks give long-distance and local walkers everything they need to enjoy the Wales Coast Path with confidence. With clear, expertly-written and numbered directions, enhanced Ordnance Survey mapping for
the whole route, stunning professional photographs, and fascinating interpretation of points of interest along the way, these guides set a new standard in clarity and ease-of-use. The guide breaks the Snowdonia & Ceredigion Coast section ¿ from Porthmadog to Cardigan ¿
down in to eleven handy day sections
Isle of AngleseyCircular Walks Along the Wales Coast Path
Official guidebook to the Wye Valley Walk. Following the River Wye for 136 miles (219km) from the mouth of the river at Chepstow to the slopes of Plynlimon in Powys, the Wye Valley offers a perfect mix of river and hill walking. The walk can be completed in about ten days,
or seven days by the very fit and determined. Devised by the Wye Valley Walk Partnership, the way explores the superb scenery of the Wye Valley Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Several historic market towns including Chepstow, Monmouth, Ross-on-Wye, Hereford, Hayon-Wye, Builth Wells and Rhayader can be visited along the route, as well as many small villages and pretty hamlets. Illustrated with colour photographs and OS 1:25,000 map extracts, and also includes a Wye Valley Walk passport, for walkers to collect stamps along the
route for a permanent record of their journey. The walk leads through a dramatic limestone gorge, dense woodland beneath limestone crags and past peaceful river meadows in some of the most superb scenery in the heart of the Wye Valley.
England & Wales Island Bagging by Lisa Drewe is a stunning and informative guide to the islands of England, Wales, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man. It is ideal for swimmers, kayakers, adventure travellers, wildlife spotters and ice cream connoisseurs. Go on an
inspirational and fascinating coastline journey – familiar islands are visited, such as Lundy and the Isle of Wight; others are less well known, such as Gewni in Pembrokeshire and Coquet Island in Northumberland. Almost 300 islands are included, from larger, populated
islands to remote, uninhabited islets – some can be reached by foot at low tide, others have ferry services, and some you will need your own transport, or be content to view them from the mainland. Once you’ve found your island this book introduces you to the best sites on the
island to appreciate: hidden beaches and coves, the tastiest local food and the wildlife that can be seen in the locality. Watch the Cemlyn Bay terns on Anglesey, go paddleboarding around Mersea Island in Essex, walk in the footsteps of pilgrims on Lindisfarne in
Northumberland, or enjoy ice cream from one of the smallest dairy herds in the country on St Agnes in the Isles of Scilly ... it’s all there to be enjoyed in England & Wales Island Bagging.
Countryside Dog Walks
Anglesey and Lleyn Peninsula
Walking in Anglesey
Unforgettable Walks
Tenby to Swansea
Snowdonia & Ceredigion Coast
Llyn Peninsula
One of a series of ten books in the new Top 10 Walks: Wales Coast Path series. Handy, pocket-sized, full colour walking guides written by experts. The perfect impulse buy. Each volume
outlines the most popular circular walks along key sections of the Wales Coast Path. Other titles in the series include: North Wales Coast, Llyn Peninsula, Cardigan Bay North, Ceredigion
Coast Path, Pembrokeshire North, Pembrokeshire South, Carmarthen Bay & Gower and South Wales Coast. These attractive and cleverly structured guidebooks give walkers the ten finest circular
routes on a section of the Wales Coast Path in a popular pocketable format. With clear information, an overview and introduction for each walk, expertly written numbered directions,
enhanced Ordnance Survey maps, eye-grabbing panoramic photographs, and interpretation of points of interest along the way, these guides set a new standard in reliability, clarity and easeof-use. Featured walks include: Ynys Llanddwyn , Aberffraw, Rhoscolyn, Holyhead Mountain & South Stack, Carmel Head, Cemlyn, Cemaes Bay, Point Lynas, Moelfre and Red Wharf Bay.
A guide book to twelve walks, grouped around the seasons. Walks are mainly in south, west and mid Wales and the book includes, in addition to directions, an insight into the heritage,
social history, wildlife and topography of the areas described. Foreword and personal reflections by Derek Brockway.
Written by outdoor professionals, these authoritative guidebooks give long-distance and local walkers what they need to explore the coast path with confidence. With clear, expertly-written
and numbered directions, enhanced Ordnance Survey maps for the entire route, professional photographs, distance charts, section introduction, background information and interpretation of
points of interest along the way, these guides set a new standard in clarity and ease-of-use.
A country girl at heart, Julia Bradbury's passion for walking and the great outdoors is a legacy from her dad and her childhood in rural Rutland and Sheffield where she went to school. She
grew up exploring gently undulating hills and rugged green valleys. Now a mother of three, Julia once more pulls on her hiking boots and goes in search of Britain's Best Walks with a View
for ITV. Join her as she sets out along eight of the UK's best-loved paths, showcasing Britain's beauty and opening our eyes to the sights and sounds, the flora and fauna and the stories,
past and present, of the places and people she passes on the way. At once a practical guide and a love letter to the British countryside, Unforgettable Walks shows why our all-weather love
affair with walking is still going strong. Julia's footsteps take her through the whole spectrum of Britain's diverse and beautiful landscapes, from the Jurassic coast of Dorset and the
rich history of the South Downs to the breathtaking scenery of the Peak District and the Yorkshire Dales. Funny, inspiring and packed with beguiling characters, join Julia as she crisscrosses the country in sun, wind and rain, in search of the perfect walk, the perfect view - and the perfect pub. The Walks Dorset: The Golden Cap Walk Cotswolds: The Cleeve Hill Walk
Anglesey: The Snowdon View Walk Yorkshire Dales: The Malham Cove Walk Lake District: The Borrowdale Valley Walk Cumbria: The High Cup Nick Walk South Downs: The Birling Gap Walk Peak
District: The Kinder Scout Walk
Walks with History
The Wye Valley Walk
A guide to adventures on the islands of England, Wales, the Channel Islands & the Isle of Man
Snowdonia: 30 Low-level and easy walks - North
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50 Walks in Snowdonia and North Wales
Weatherman Walking
Circular Walks Along the Wales Coast Path
A fascinating historical exploration of the towns and villages of Anglesey including the five main towns: Holyhead, Beaumaris, Llangefni, Amlwch and Menai Bridge.
Canllaw hylaw i 30 taith gerdded amrywiol ym Mhenrhyn Ll?n, wedi ei ddiweddaru'n llawn, ei raddio ar gyfer pobl o bob gallu ac yn cynnwys teithiau y gellir eu cwblhau mewn cyfnodau o rhwng
1 a 7 awr, gyda mapiau a chyfarwyddiadau eglur a gwybodaeth am fannau o ddiddordeb arbennig. -- Cyngor Llyfrau Cymru
15 guided walks (4-9 miles each) along the Wales Coast Path, as undertaken by Derek in the 12th series of 'Weatherman Walking', broadcast by the BBC in spring 2019. Each walk includes route
map, directions, beautiful photographs of the views, interesting information about landmarks and features of note on each walk.
This guidebook - which includes both a guide to the route and a separate mapping booklet - describes the Pembrokeshire Coast Path National Trail, a scenic 180-mile long-distance walk from
Amroth, near Tenby, to St Dogmaels, north of Newport. The route, which takes roughly two weeks to complete, is divided into 14 stages of between 9 and 17 miles. Neither technically
demanding nor difficult to navigate, the trail is suitable both for experienced distance walkers and those looking to cut their teeth on a long-distance route. Detailed route instructions
are accompanied by 1:100,000 OS mapping. A route summary table and comprehensive trek planner are also included, with invaluable information on transport, accommodation and facilities en
route. The guidebook is packed with interesting snippets of information about the places, landscapes and wildlife encountered along the way. Also included is a 1:25,000 OS map booklet which
shows the full route, providing all the mapping needed to complete the trail. Showcasing the spectacular coastal scenery of the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, this National Trail takes
in soaring rugged cliffs, serene inlets, broad sandy beaches and quaint coastal villages as it follows the twists and turns of this magical coastal path.
Coastal Walks Around Anglesey
A Walk by the Sea
National Trail
Islandeering
Pembrokeshire North
40 of the finest routes in Snowdonia
Isle of Anglesey
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